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In.recent years several developments have occurred .re-

garding the education and role of members of the health care

team. Developments in the educational prOces.in,cluded com-

bining.programs'in a manner which cuts across the traditional

plepartments and disciplines. The, process of integraing pro=

graMs yielded curricula which inclUde community involvement_

more so than in the pv, As the.con9ept of the health care

team has evolved, ne0 and eXpanded.roles have derloped. For

example, the role of the ohysician assistant has\developed
,

within the past decade. Continuing education an career mo-
.

bility have been emphasized recently much more sO than in the

, vast. The December, 1975.
Journal of Medical,EduCation is com-

mended to your reading.for more information on the above points....

Concomitantly, related developments in education occurred.

There has been a movement to specify curriCulum goals and ob-
:).

jectives in far greater detail than in t%e past. Testing of

student mastery of informatiohas been geared to these cur=

riculum objectives. Furthermore, the computer 1-tas been intro-
,.

duced to curriculum, evaluation, and instructional aspectS of

git4,. the educational process. The program described 3 this pre-

Cn

1.0 1Presented at the annual.meeting of. Southeastern Psychological
Association; New OrleansLa., 1976 as part of the Symposium.
" Selecting and Evaluating Students for their Future Role on the
Health Care Team."
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sentation reflects many of the trends in health and educatlon

described thus far.

,The University of Missouri - Kansas City School of Medfcine

admits students-'directly from high school to .a six-year com-
,

bined undergraduate-medical education program; .bne unique fee-

ture of the curriculum organizatior is the a-ssignment of students

in sMeIl groups to physician-inetructars called "docents". Each

docenc has responsibility for the medical content .of the curricu-

lum. In'the .first two years.of study,. liberal arts. and medicine

, represent 75% an"d'25% respectively.ofthe curciculum.. During

years.:,three :Jirpugh.six.these proportions are reversed. Thus,

students receive their-bachelors and medical degrees.simultaneously-

t the conclusion of the program-.

, Evaluation was integrated.into the academic plan at this

neW-SchoOl. of Medicine to assess student progress toward the

overall goal of becoMing a safe physidian; as well., as achieve-

ment in specific areas .of the currioulum. The evaluation pro-

cess ie frequently used to make prescriptive statements about

individual student's curriculum plan. This paper focuses on

one aspect of the overall evaluation process, the Item Library.

In the next several :ninutes, I will describe the Item Library,

discu onsss its functi propose its use in health care programs,
.1

describe psychometric properties of exams generated from.the

'j
Item Library, .and/discuss the significance of our use.of com-

'

puter technology.

The Item Library is a computerized information retrieval

system containtnge7000 test questions and support information;

3
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the number continues to increase each month. Each item of the
a

Item Library consists of the test question, Medical Subject

Heading (MeSH) code, date subtitted source; history of .use,

item'analysis data,-and a specific biblioYraphic 'reference.-

Slide_j___LLI-e-s-t-rer=n-tErrft-orf-earch--i-tern. Some of these-

components warrant additional. comment.-
a '

For our purposes, a "good"' test quetion should include
.

. ,

a. statement of fact, the question, and a set of five response

alterndtives. Taculty, StudentS, and visiting docents contri-

bute test questions relevant to their field- ot *specialty. The

quantity and quality of contributions has steadily inCreased

with time. The School of Medicine at the Univerdity Of Wiscon-

sin and the Rockford School,of Medicine have been generous in

,allowing us access totheir question banks. The 7000 test

questions currently in the Item Library represents less than

the nUmber of the questions on hand, beCause each question is

extensively reviewed, referenced and ceded for MeSH before en-
.

tered in the computer.

The MeSH code is a tree structure indexing metlpd developed

by the National Library of Medicine. Each test question is

assigned at least one and no more than.twelve MeEH codes, ac-.

cording to its content. Item analysis data is the proportion

of examinees respOnding to each-answer choice at_years_1,7,6 and

faculy/staff for the host recente of the questions and comL.

bined use of the questions. An index of item reliability w+.1-±

; a4ded swan. 0._(-4 50 -(.



.,,The Item Library is w..ed.to generate our Quarterly Pro-

file Exam and to prcvide selk-asseisment learning experiences

via remote terminals. The .Quarterly Profile. Examination (QPE)

-is a set of 400 questiOns intended to assess factual knowledge

° in the area df medicine. Each quarterthe QPE is generated ac-

_cording to spedificatidhs of content area (MeSH codes) and

the proportion'of old/new questions. The MeSH codes appropriate

.for five major content areas, Internal MediCine, Pediatrics,

Ob/Gyn Surgery, and Basic Science are used to select the .test

items. Usually, 80% of.the test questions have ribt been used

'in a previous QPE. Since test questions generally have more

han one MeSH- code, we are 'Ocie to establish additional date-
. A

gories for-scong. Agiven- test question may, therefore, con-:

tribute to the sccre of more than one category. The list of date-

gories and their appropriate MeSH code(s) isshown in slide 2.

The QPE is administered to all students, years one.through

six; as well as interested faculty, staff, and allied health

professionals. Students are encouraged to View the exam as an

assessment/learning experieni-..:e. Since, students leave.the exam

with their exam booklet, references to most questions, and re

ceive scores and answer key in a few days, the. likelihood of
1

-viewing the exam as a learning experience is increased. They

are aware, however,.that the Council on Evaluation weighs

QPE performance in their promotional consideritions. Two

flagging criteria are applied to each quarters'.,scores to facili

tate Council review: (1) bottom 15% of peer group and; (2) score

below mean of class one year level under peer grotp.
e2



At this poi.nt r should add that te§t questions are flagged

._; on each exam, as well as studeht's scores. Any item flagged by,

one of these two criteria is reviewed: (1) year 6 per cent cor-.

rect minus year 1 per cent correct less than 20%; and, (2) year 6

per cent correct less than 60%. In additiorOto the flagging by

item analysis data, challenges to the examination are encour-

aged by the Council-on Evaluation.

The self-assessment opportunity via remote terminals is

by nature a learning experTence. Ten cathode ray tube computer

terminals are available for the students' use to access the .

Item Library. In effect, students have access to the pool of.

questions from which theiir future QPE's will come. To generate

a .quiz at the terminal, one specifies number of questions and
-0

." the. MeSH code(s) appropriate to the content. The content area

may i)e as general or specific as the MeSH.tree structure al ows.

For example, a student might seek questions for the general

.area of Hemic and Lympathic Disea§e (C9) or questions on a_topic

a-s-spectfic as'IThrOtbocytbsi-g-TC-9-.13.43.109). Up to twelve

MeSH may be combined with toolean logic to-generate. a-searCh.

Then the question and set-of response alternatives are presented

on the terminal'Screen- After the.student's response; the Cor-

rect answer is indicated. The student may al§o ask for item

analysis-data-on eadh queStion.
- --

The potential application of the Item Library, conceptually

and concretely, to other programs of medicine and other .fields

of the health science§ aPpears promising. In fact, we began

about two years ago building into the Item Library the capa-
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bility of generating examinations for the non-physician pri-

mary care.practioner": ,The Profile Examination for the Physi-

cian Extender (PEPE) will be the counterpart of the QPE. The

next-portion of this presentation will describe the major fea.

tures of the PEPE project.

Rather,than gear our generation of PEPE items to a single

.pfiysiCian extender Curriculum, we took an aPproaL:Jh Which would

apply to. programs-in general. Dr..Ned Smull and Ms. Jane Kerber

deVeloped a curriculum outline which-iepresents the likely didac-
,

tic material of physician extender programs. Including major

categories ana their subdiVisions, there are abobt 1000 ele-

ments in the curriculum outline. MeSH codes were assigned each

.element of the curriculUm outline. The hext step was to study

the curricula of physician extender.programs and record the

number of class hours devoted to.the teaching of topics of the

curriculum outline. The curriculum outline, MeSH codes, and

hours of teaching by different programs forms what we call the

curriculum mat.rix. The acconTanying slide illustrates the ma-

trix.

The curriculum matriX is the core upon which curriculum

IdoCumentation, item generation,.exam.generation, score re-

porting, and-curriculum-prescription depend. The curriculum

matrix s "Computerized" scathat,it interfaces w.ith. the Item

Library. currently we use this system to conduct periodic in-

ventories of the Item Library by content. This information
.

'guides our item generatiOn efforts by identifying content areas

with few items. Thesystem has also been used to generate pro-



totype PEPE's. The MeSH codes ssigned to elements of the

matrix were used to retrieve f om the.Item Library exams re-
.

0
-presentative ot the curic'ilia content..

How would anyone use t is system to generate exams for

their specific curriculum? ..The answer is fairly straight-

forward. Match your curriculum objectives with the PEPE cur,-

riculum-matrix: Decide/total-length of exam and proportional

representation by con ent area. Use MeSH 'codes and proportion ,

data to search the item Library. 'Obviously, the actual pro=.

cess is more diff cult than the description leads one to

believe; furth ore, we feel that a couple more years of ef-

.fort are neceSsary in order to develop the system'S full ca-
.

pabili-4ies.- Thus, the presentation shOuld be taken as a pro-'

gress 'report on a project for which all of us concerned are

excited, not a.signal of completion. However, we have data to

report on the QPE which will help you analyze the quality of

the system..

Analysis of.thepsychometric properties of the QPE is an

ongoing project. .My next remarks summarize the'analyses of

reliability and validity.

The reliability coefficients for the total score on all

QPE's since-May, '73-have-been-1 'the range of. .95-.98 when

omputed bythe Kuder-Richardson forMula 20. As.expected, the

reliability of the various category scores is less than thatof

the total score. The reliability of categories on the November

'73 and. March '74 exams is presented n slide:4, aS representa7

tiVe of usual results. Each quarter the .Council on Evaluation

8
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abnsiders the scores on Internal Medicine, Pediatrics, Ob/Gyn,

Sul:gery, nd Basic Science for the purpose f reviewing student

progress. Of these five major categories, the lowest observed

reliability was .859. Recognizing the relationship between .

'test length and reliability, the scores of minor exam categories

are not.considered for prOmotionaLpurposes.

The preceding data indicates that the QPE has desirable

properties of reliability. Now, let ds consider its validity..

The natute and function of the QPE is that of an achievement

test; therefore, an appropriate.type of' validity to consider is

,,content validity. The.following points lead to a 'logical assump-
.

Ption of adequae content validity:

1. Curriculum objectives were specified and coded for

- content.

2. Questions of factual information were written and

coded for content with the same MeSH code.

3. Each exam represents a sample of our pool of questions.

While it is safe to assume content validity of the QPE in its

present form, two future refinements should improve content

validity-of the exam: (1). we will attempt to have questions for

every curriculum objeotive_pertain±ng-ttial-informatiOn;

and, (2) exam questions will be selected for various content.
>.

areas by a stratificd-random process.

Mindful Of the difficulty in assessing content validity with

statiStical methoda, I think data from our exam adds support to

the assuMptiOn-pf-:tonstTuct-va-Erdity. F.irst, the mean perfor-
. . .

mince Of groups on each exam is consistently of 4 Pattern one

9



would expect from an educational standpoint. In other words,

mean performance has consistently been directly related to

year level in school. Slide 5 illustrates this pattern for

,scores-on--the August, .1973, exam: The second example is sOme-
;

what,mor4 involved. Half of the year two students take their

Ob/Gyn coarse Tall'Semester; the other year 2'Students.take
.

- Pediatrics. As.a group the year two students taking the db/Gvn

course haVe scores significantly higher on the Ob/Gyn category

.than those students not enrolled in the course;. on the other

hand, the feds students have scored significantly higher in

Pediatrics. , The two groups did not differ significantly on

dZ
any other category of the examination. Although it is impor-

.

tant to consider content validity of anChievement test, cor-

relations with external criteria also yield significant infor-
.

mation. A study of data from.allvstudents (N=171) conducted

'Spring of 1973 indicated the QPE to correlate .43, .36, a d
ft

.30 with clinical evaluations, Arts and Sciences GPA, and cur-

rent status in medical school, respectively. Multiple regres-

sion analysis of 20 students' scores on NationalcBoard of Medi-

cine exam, Part 1, and:their QPE total scores .on the two pre-

vious exams yielded a multiPle R of .827.
o

Many of the previous remarks dealt with psychometric Char-
.,.

acteristics of our program for computerizedassessmentof factual

information. Sound psychometric properties are indeed desirable

-fór any evaluation procedure,. HOwever, the practical usefulness'

of the assessment devide Must be significant enough to warrant
.....

its use, no matter how great its psychometric properties. Also,
c -

10



A

.,when Aisj.ng a comguterized, system, a cOst/benefit cOnsideration
,

becomes crucial.. At this.point I would like.to comxñer on the

manner in which this testing program has been inegrated into

the educational process. Exant scores are treated as indications

of strengths and weaknesses.. Generally speaking a student's

low'scores are not seem as low grades, but as indications of

areas for future study. It is not uncommon for a ,tudent's

. program to be adjusted in :consideration of QPE performance./

Another feature of the.IteM Library points to the inte-
.

gration of testing into the educational process at UMKC. Cur-

-
riculum objectives, library reference materials, audio-visual

packages and the test questiOns are all coded for content by

the MeSH code. Use of the MeSH code facilitates the integra--

tion of cUrriculum, support material, and evaluation aspects'of

the program. This aspect of our procedtre makes it possible for-

the Item Library to serve evaluation and learnitp4 experience

functions..

11
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INFECTIOUS MONUNUCLEOSIS IS OFTEN A DIFFICULT Dte6NOSIS TO MAKE WITH

ANY CERTAINTY, IN ABOUT 10% 15% OF CASES A.RASH MAY OCCUR WHICW

SOMETIMES COMPLICATES :THE DIAGNOSIS FURTHER, THE RASH USUALLY

RESEMBLES THAT OP:

1, RUBELLA

2, CHICKEN PDX

3, FIFTH DISEASE

46-1iNEICORPORIS

S. HOSE)LA INFANTUM

SUBECTI INTERNAL MEDICINE ,

INFECTIOUS MONONUCLEOSIS

MESH: G2,91.216

C1,100,36,

DATE SUBMITTED: 0.1/72

SOURCE: 3034: WISCONSIN DATA BANK ITEM NUMBER,3034

s.

EXAMS: 3/01/74( 321

CURRENT'ANALYSTS

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 FAC/STAFF

E NONE 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 .010 0,0 060

5 1* 44,3 5711 '56,1 6443 72,7 25,0 67,5

P 2 24,3 21,4 9,8 147 0,0 0,0 7,5

0 3 2,9 2,9 4,9
f4,

13,6 0,0 765

N 4 20,0 .1,4 98 `") 3,6 4,5 ,0,0

S 5 46 17,1 0 19,5 14,3 9,1 75,0 17,5

* INDICATES THE CORRECT RESPONSE

(.1

I

TOTAL ANALYSIS'

YEAR 1 YEAR:2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4

NONE 0,0

1* 11463

2 , 24,3

3 2,9

4 20,0

5 8,6

57,1

21,4

269

1,4

1761

0,0 0,0

56,1 6463'

9,8

4,9 761

9,8 3,§

1915 14,3



MEDICAL SUBJECT HEADING

CATEGORY MeSH CODES

Internal Medicine G2.403.776.409

Pediatrics G2.403.776.671

Ob/Gyn G2.403.776.542, G2.403.776.342

Surgery G2.403.776.909

Basic Science

Physiology G1.782

Biochemistry G1.201

Anatomy G1.100
0

Pharmacology G1.703

Microbiology G1.273.540

Etc
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Reliability of Caiegories on the
ExaMSNoVember, 1973 and March, 1974

, 'November, 1973 1.

Category #Items Reliability
Internal. Medicine 178 .-. .952

.907_Pediatrics 1.13----
Ob/Gyn 91 .891
Surgery 122 .935
Basic Science ._ -
Physiology. 43 $129

Biochemistry 18 .771
Anatomy 17 .:1:1,

.Pharmacology 50 .862
'MidroSiology 27 .806
Infectious Diseases 53 .866
Neoplasms 25 .669
Musculoskeletal 17 .570
Digestive 33 .804
Urogenital 57 .938
.Pulmonary 23 .7.64;

25 .,_Endocrine
Cardiovascular 30 ..72
Hemic 18 ..620
Nervous System 42 .802
Skin Diseases 18 .456
.Nutrition &Metabolism 21 .724
InjUry,Poison, & Imtunology .43 .861
Neonatal 16 0 .614
General Pathology . 38 - :807
'Techniques 15 ..706
Neurology - -

Padiology. 12 .490
Behavioral Science 11 '.465

1Computed by Kuder-Richardson 20 Formula

17

March, 1974
#Items Reliability
175 949
72, .859
55 .889
92 .910
175 .943
45 .837
34 .811
58 .863'
54 .857
35 .740
34 ;835
27 .794

1,9- .519
14 .579
38 .858
19 .601'

,17 .737
26 .645
15 .636
16 .562
-18 .618
38 .835
48 .4172

12 .691
32 .726
36 .766
10 .506
10 .693
17 .426
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MEAN- ANDLRANGE.OF PERI' NANCE OF

VAR IOUS.GROUPS ON AUGUST '73 EXAM
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